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Abstract. Human action recognition from videos draws tremendous in-
terest in the past many years. In this work, we first find that the trifocal
tensor resides in a twelve dimensional subspace of the original space if
the first two views are already matched and the fundamental matrix be-
tween them is known, which we refer to as subtensor. Then we use the
subtensor to perform the task of action recognition under three views.
We find that treating the two template views separately or not consid-
ering the correspondence relation already known between the first two
views omits a lot of useful information. Experiments and datasets are
designed to demonstrate the effectiveness and improved performance of
the proposed approach.

1 Introduction

As one of the hottest recognition tasks in computer vision, human action recog-
nition from videos draws tremendous interest [1–3]. In this work, we focus on
the task of action recognition that can be stated as: Given a video sequence
containing one person performing an action, the task is to design a system for
automatically recognizing what the action is performed in this video.

Approaches targeting different challenges in action recognition are intensively
addressed. An action can be decomposed into spatial and temporal parts. Im-
age features that are discriminative with respect to posture and motion of the
human body are first extracted. Using these features, spatial representations to
discriminate actions can be suggested. Many approaches represent the spatial
structure of actions with reference to the human body [4–7]. Holistic represen-
tations capture the spatial structure by densely computing features on a regular
grid bounded by a detected region of interest (ROI) centered around the person
[8–10]. Other approaches recognize actions based on the statistics of local fea-
tures from all regions, which relies neither on explicit body part labeling, nor on
explicit human detection and localization [11–13].

Different representations can be used to learn the temporal structure of actions
from these features as well. Some approaches represent an action as a sequence of
moments, each with their own appearance and dynamics [14][15]. Some methods
attempt to directly learn the complete temporal appearance through example
sequences [16]. Temporal statistics attempt to model the appearance of actions
without an explicit model of their dynamics [17–19].
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View-invariance is also of great importance in action recognition. It aims to
find representations or matching functions independent of the assumed camera
model. Some methods manage to search for view-invariant representations in
3D [20], 3D body part trajectories [21], 3D shape context and spherical har-
monics [22] and etc. Other approaches find view-invariant representations in 2D,
histogramming [23], motion history volume [24], frame-to-frame self-similarities
within a sequence [25], transfer learning approach [26] and etc. A very promising
group of approaches [27–30] explore constraints for recognizing an action based
on the theories of multi-view geometry. Our method falls into this group.

In this work, we recognize an action under three views which are comprised
of two template videos for an action captured in two different views and a test-
ing video with unknown action and view. We assume that human body joints
representing the poses in every frame of the videos are already tracked, and
their correspondences in the template views are matched. A constraint in three
views called subtensor constraint is extracted to match the same pose in different
videos. Then Dynamic Time Warping is applied to align the frame sequences in
the three views, and the average matching score is used as the similarity measure
between the template views and the test view.

2 Related Work

The authors in [27] use a similarity measurement that is not affected by the
camera viewpoint changes for matching two actions. Based on affine epipolar
geometry, they claim that two trajectories of the same action match if and only
if the observation matrix is of rank at most 3. But their approach assumes an
affine camera model and treats individual body points separately ignoring the
space relation between them.

The work in [28] demonstrates the plausibility of the assumption that the
proportion between human body parts can be captured by a projective transfor-
mation. Then fundamental matrix in epipolar geometry is applied as a constraint
for matching poses in the testing video and a template video. In [31], two-body
fundamental matrix is used to capture the geometry of dynamic action scenes
and help deriving an action matching score across different views without any
prior segmentation of actors. Since the proposed rank constraint treats individ-
ual poses separately, they use the dynamic time warping to enforce the temporal
consistency in another step.

To address the temporal information, the work in [29] develops a constraint
called fundamental ratio to catch the pose transition between successive frames.
But for estimating the two epipoles of two virtual cameras, they assume the
second view is under some non-general motion relative to the first view. The
authors in [30] use the property that a planar homography has two equal eigen-
values to match the pose transition. Though these methods treat sets of body
joints separately instead of giving an overall constraint on the whole body, they
rely on the globally estimated epipoles which again is constrained by the epipolar
geometry.
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Fig. 1. Two poses of a basketball player playing basketabll. An action can be viewed
as a collection of static poses represented by the body joints.

All the above approaches under perspective geometry work in the framework
of two view geometry. One view is used for template video of an action, and the
other is for the testing video. Our work adds more information and certainty for
recognizing an action by introducing another template view. The reasons why
we choose tri-view are: First, by adding only one template view, the informa-
tion for matching an action is doubled without a burden of maintaining a large
template dataset. Also, the tri-view geometry is well studied in the literature
giving a clear and understandable way for finding constraints under this frame-
work. One may think that the problem becomes trivial since one can reconstruct
the template poses in 3D given two template views. However, knowing only the
point correspondences, the pose can only be reconstructed up to a projective
ambiguity which distorts the actual 3D model in an unexpected way. Though
finding the right projection may match the 3D pose with the 2D test view, the
projection and the matching errors will depend on the degree of distortion intro-
duced by the projective transformation determining the reconstruction. So we
believe that the indirect method of reconstructing the 3D template pose instead
of extracting direct view invariant geometric constraint is not an effective way.

The contributions of this paper include: 1) We find that the trifocal tensor is
under a twelve dimensional subspace of the original 27D space if the first two
views are already matched and the fundamental matrix between them is known,
which we refer to as subtensor constraint; 2) We use this subtensor constraint
for recognizing actions, which requires less matching points but gains better
performance; 3) We experimentally prove that treating the two template views
separately or not considering the correspondence relation already known between
the first two views omits a lot of useful information.

3 Our Method

Shown in Fig. 1, an action can be viewed as a sequence of frames, each of which
contains a static pose. Each pose can be represented by the joints or anatomical
landmarks (spheres in Fig. 1) of the body that contain sufficient information for
recognizing an action [28]. Our approach is designed to find constraints for the
joints under three views. Suppose we have a testing video in which the action
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it represents is unknown and two template videos recorded for a known action
under two different views. We can consider the unknown video as a third view of
the known action if these three views satisfy some tri-view geometry properties.
Hence, we want to find a certain constraint on the body joint correspondences,
and the degree of satisfaction to it implies the similarity between the testing
action and the template actions. We assume that the 2D image coordinates of
body joints are already extracted and recognized from the video sequence or
synthesized from motion capture data.

3.1 Subtensor Constraint

Our goal is to find some overall constraint between the joints of the pose in
this frame and joints of two corresponding poses in two template action videos.
Apparently, using the two template views separately is not a good solution.
Since our approach works under three views, another naive proposal would be
use the trifocal tensor [32]. But directly using the trifocal tensor will omit a lot of
useful information given our assumption that the two views in the two template
videos are already correctly matched. Though the trifocal tensor contains 27
parameters which form a 27-D space, we will first show that it actually resides
in a 12 dimensional subspace of the original 27-D space if we already know the
correct correspondence relationship between the first and the second views.

If we have two views, views 1 and 2, of the same pose and the joint coordinates
in each view, the correspondence relation between the joints in the two views
is partially encoded by the fundamental matrix F21, so that a pair of points,
x,x′, in the first two views satisfies x′TF21x = 0. We can first estimate F21

given the known information of two corresponding frames in the two template
videos. In the third view, the testing video, a line l′′ results in a homography
H12 mapping points from the first view to the second view through the trifocal
tensor T = [T1 T2 T3] .

H12 = [T1 T2 T3]l
′′
. (1)

The homographyH12 is compatible with the fundamental matrix F21 if and only
if the matrix HT

12F21 is skew-symmetric, so

HT
12F21 + FT

21H21 = 03×3. (2)

Putting (1) and (2) together, one can obtain

l
′′T [TT

1 TT
2 TT

3 ]F21 + FT
21[T1 T2 T3]l

′′
= 03×3. (3)

If we write F21 as [f1 f2 f3]
T , after a serial of deduction from (3), we can obtain:

( F21T1 + ( [TT
1 TT

2 TT
3 ]f1 )T )l

′′
= 03×1. (4)

( F21T2 + ( [TT
1 TT

2 TT
3 ]f2 )T )l

′′
= 03×1. (5)
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( F21T3 + ( [TT
1 TT

2 TT
3 ]f3 )T )l

′′
= 03×1. (6)

Since equations (4),(5) and (6) are valid for an arbitrary line l
′′
in the third

view, the following equations must hold true.

F21T1 + ( [TT
1 TT

2 TT
3 ]f1 )T = 03×3. (7)

F21T2 + ( [TT
1 TT

2 TT
3 ]f2 )T = 03×3. (8)

F21T3 + ( [TT
1 TT

2 TT
3 ]f3 )T = 03×3. (9)

From equations (7),(8) and (9), we can obtain a linear system of equations
comprised of 27 equations, but only 15 of them are linearly independent, which
the reader can easily prove by simply expand (7),(8) and (9) with respect to
t, the vector form of T. This means that the trifocal tensor T resides in a 12
dimensional subspace if F21 is known. So any valid trifocal tensor t in a vector
form of T can be written as:

t = Bt∗, (10)

where, B is a 27×12 matrix of which the columns are the base vectors spanning
the subspace estimated from the 15 independent constraints, and t∗ is some 12
dimensional vector which we refer to as subtensor.

A point correspondence across three views { x,x′,x′′ } must satisfy

[x′]×(
∑

i

xiTi)[x
′′]× = 03×3, (11)

where i ranges from 1 to 3. Four linearly independent equations constraining T
can be drawn from (11). Using the vector form t of T, the constraints can be
expressed as

Ãt = 04×1, (12)

where Ã is a 4×27 matrix obtained using coordinates of { x,x′,x′′ }. Since every
point correspondence across three views forms one Ã and provides 4 constraints,
n correspondences can give 4n constraints and form a larger matrix A of size
4n× 27 by concatenating Ã of every correspondence together, so that

At = 04n×1. (13)

Putting (10) and (13) together, we can obtain

Gt∗ = 04n×1, (14)

where G = AB. Since F21 already provides some information about correspond-
ing relation between the first and second views, instead of four independent
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Fig. 2. Subtensor constraint. (a) Frame-wise similarity estimated by three views of
the template jumping jacks action. (b) Frame-wise similarity using two views of the
template action and one view of the same action played by a different actor. c) Frame-
wise similarity between the template action and shoot basketball action. (d) Frame-wise
similarity between the template action and pirouette in dance action.

constraints, every point correspondence now gives two independent constraints
under this new form. As the dimension of t∗ is 12, 6 correspondences are thereot-
ically sufficient to estimate t∗, which requires less compared to 7 necessary corre-
spondences for evaluating t. In the context of action recognition, the same body
pose recorded in different videos can be considered as recorded under different
views, and the same body joint in different videos can be viewed as a point cor-
respondence. So there must exits a subtensor t∗ approximately satisfying (14)
for all the body joints. For such t∗ to exist and be exclusive only up to a scale
factor, the rank of G should be 11. In other words, σ12, the smallest singular
value of G, should be 0, which formulates our subtensor constraint. Because of
the existence of noise and anthropometric difference, σ12 may not exactly be 0.
So, similar to [28], we use the quotient of the smallest and largest singular value
of G, Eg = σ12/σ1, to indicate how well the constraint is satisfied.

Figure 2 shows an intuitive example of the effectiveness of the proposed con-
straint. Using the above constraint, we check frame-wise similarity between the
two template videos of the jumping jacks action and another action video. First,
we estimate Eg between every frame of a third view of the template action and
every frame of the two template videos, shown in Fig. 2 (a). The row number
in the figure shows the frame number of the two template video and the collum
number gives the frame number of the video to be checked. Since the three videos
are three views of the template action, their frames are correctly matched and
precisely satisfy the constraint. Therefore, values on the up-left to down-right
diagonal in Fig. 2 (a) should be zero and form the darkest line in the figure.
Because of the smooth movement of the body and the small difference between
successive poses, Eg gives small value when poses are similar around the dark
line while gives large value on the opposite. Fig. 2 (a) also captures the tem-
porally symmetric property of this action, resulting in the symmetric texture.
Fig. 2 (b) shows the frame-wise similarity between the two views of the template
action and a view of the same action played by another actor. One can also no-
tice a dark path around the up-left to down-right diagonal of the figure and the
similar texture to Fig. 2 (a), which indicates the similarity between the actions.
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We also estimate the frame-wise similarity between the template action and two
other actions, shoot basketball (fig. 2 (c)) and pirouette in dance (fig. 2 (d)). No
dark path can be found in these two figures as in (a) and (b), implying different
actions with the template action.

3.2 Action Recognition

To perform action recognition, we need to decide that among several classes of
different actions, which class a testing action belongs to. To do this, we maintain
an action database for the K classes of actions. There are two templates of image
sequence for each action captured in two different views, {It1k}, {It2k}, where k
ranges for 1 to K and t represents the sequence number of an image. The frames
or joints between the two templates are matched ahead. Given a testing video,
{It3}, dynamic time warping (DTW) is first applied similar to [28] using Eg to
temporally align the templates and the testing video. Then the action is assigned
to the class c∗ same to the templates that have the smallest mean alignment error
with the testing video.

c∗ = argmin
c

1

|P |
∑

(i,j)∈P

Eg(I
i
1c, I

i
2c, I

j
3), (15)

where P is a set containing matched frame pairs after the DTW alignment.

4 Experiments and Discussion

In this section, we will first introduce the two datasets used to evaluate the pro-
posed approach. Then, experimental results are given. Simulation is used to prove
the robustness of the approach under view changes and noises. Then quantitative
results are given using the datasets to compare our and other approaches.

4.1 Datasets

In our approach, we need two template views where the correspondences are
matched. But for evaluating the performance, there is no publicly available
dataset that provides matched correspondences in two views to serve as the
templates, even for the multiview IXMAS dataset [24] widely used for view in-
dependent recognition. So, we evaluate our approach on two challenging datasets
generated by motion capture data under different views. We use 11 body joints,
which are root, left femur, left tibia, right femur, right tibia, lower neck, head,
left humerus, left wrist, right humerus and right wrist. Though these are sim-
ulated clean data, the actions are played by different actors for different trials,
varying largely in speed, style, anthropometric proportions, viewpoint, and etc.
Therefore, these data can be representative of the types of testing poses in real
videos.
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Fig. 3. Datasets generation. (a) Views used to generate the two datasets. The red small
spheres represent the locations for the camera. (b) and (c) are example images in CMU
mocap dataset. (d) and (e) are example images in HDM05 mocap dataset.

1) CMU Motion Capture Dataset: The first dataset is generated using
the CMU motion capture database. Six classes of actions are used: walk, run,
jump, sorer, climb lander and walk on steps. Each class is played at least by two
actors for three trials. One trial is used for generating the template views, the
other two trials are used for generating the testing videos.

2) HDM05 Motion Capture Dataset: The second dataset is generated
using the Motion Capture Database HDM05 [33]. We use the sports category,
which have the most many types of activities. We use the first action in each
of the activities played by at least two persons: basic step waltz, kick (right
foot forward), throw(sit on the floor), forward rotation (right arm), jumping
jacks, rope skipping and badminton (low serve). Each action is played at lease
by two actors for three trials. The first trial played by the first person is used
for generating the template views, the other two trials are used for generating
the testing videos. This dataset is more challenging due to the large number of
classes and the large variance between same actions played by different actors.

For generating the datasets in different views, we set the camera at locations
on the small red spheres of the hemisphere in Fig. 3 (a). The radius of the
hemisphere is 150, and the camera is looking at the center of the hemisphere.
The size of the images is set to be 1200× 900, and the focal length is randomly
set from 1500 to 2500. The size of the actor in the images is approximately
400 × 300 pixels. Example images of the two datasets are shown in Fig. 3. 50
testing videos are generated for each action, and there are 300 testing videos in
the CMU mocap dataset and 350 testing videos in the HDM05 mocap dataset.

4.2 Experimental Results

In this subsection, we first check the view invariant property of the proposed
approach. Fig. 4 (a) and (b) show a pose in a playing soccer action and a pose in
a playing basketball action, respectively. They are both observed by two cameras
at locations represented by the two red spheres in Fig. 4 (c) as the template
poses. Another pose the same to the pose in Fig. 4 (a) but performed by a
different actor is observed at locations represented by the cyan spheres in Fig.
4 (c) as the testing pose. Then the testing pose in different views is compared
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Fig. 4. View invariant. (a) A pose in a playing soccer action. (b) A pose in a playing
basketball action. (c) The same pose as in (a) played by another actor. The pose in
(c) is observed in the views represented by the cyan spheres. Poses in (a) and (b) are
observed at views on the two red spheres as the templates. (d) The lower surface is
the matching errors between template (a) and the test pose (c) in different views. The
higher surface is the matching errors between template (b) and the test pose (c).

with the two template poses in (a) and (b) using Eg, and the matching errors
are plotted in Fig. 4 (d) respectively. The lower and higher surfaces represent
the matching errors with the template poses generated using Fig. 4 (a) and (b),
respectively. As we can see, since the testing pose is the same to the template
pose (a), the error is much smaller for all the views.

Due to tracking inaccuracy, the position of the body joints may not be pre-
cisely identified. But developing an effective method for pose estimating and
tracking of the body joints is beyond the scope of our consideration. So we ex-
amine our approach when the position of the body joints suffers from tracking
noises. Shown in Fig. 5, the configuration is the same to Fig. 4 (d), except that
the position of the body joints in the testing poses is corrupted by Gaussian
noise with standard deviation of 1, 5, 10, 15 and 20 pixels. We plot the matching
error in Fig. 5 (a)-(e), respectively. Fig. 5 (f) gives a curve showing the change of
the mean difference of the matching error between different poses and the same
pose with respect to the noise level. As can be seen, even with the standard
deviation of the noise up to 20, the matching error of the same pose is still lower
than that of the different pose in most of the views, which means that the poses
can also be matched even if the body joints tracked are severely deviated from
the right positions. With a robust method for solving the problem of estimating
and tracking the body joints, our approach will work effectively.

We compare our approach with the two views approach in [28], and other
two naive approaches of recognizing an action in three views as well, which
are approaches treating the two template views separately or directly using T
without considering the correspondence relation already known between the first
two views. First, we give a result to intuitively show why our approach works
better. As shown in Fig. 6, framewise similarity is estimated using F in [28], T
and subtensor constraint for the same action played by two different actors. One
pose of the action is shown in the first figure in Fig. 6. 7, 9, 11 and 15 joints are
used to estimate the matching error respectively. The three rows are estimated
using F,T and subtensor constraint, respectively. Since F requires at least 9
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Fig. 5. Robustness of noise. (a) Matching error under noise level of 1 pixel. (b) Noise
level of 5 pixels. (c) Noise level of 10 pixels. (d) Noise level of 15 pixels. (e) Noise level
of 20 pixels. (f) The mean difference of the matching error between different poses and
the same poses with respect to the noise level.
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Fig. 6. Framewise similarity estimated for an action using F, T and subtensor with 7,
9, 11 and 15 body joints available
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Table 1. Results on CMU Mocap Dataset. Each row shows the number of correctly
recognized testing videos for each action class and the total precision for an approach.
There are 50 testing videos for each class.

Action walk run jump sorer climb step total

Fund 1 43 44 49 45 38 48 89.00
Fund 2 40 45 45 39 44 47 86.00
Fund 12 42 47 49 45 44 46 91.00
Trifocal 47 50 48 50 48 50 97.67
Subtensor 48 50 50 48 50 50 98.67

Table 2. Results on HDM05 Mocap Dataset

Action waltz kick throw rotation jump skip badminton total

Fund 1 41 37 20 46 31 24 35 66.86
Fund 2 45 42 29 41 25 32 35 71.14
Fund 12 44 41 24 46 27 25 32 68.29
Trifocal 44 43 15 50 50 45 36 80.86
Subtensor 41 36 29 50 50 49 45 85.71

correspondences, the 7 joints situation is not used for F. There should be a dark
path around the diagonal area of the figure, and the path will be blurred with
the decreasing of the correspondences because of the lost of the information. As
can be seen, the path is blurring even for sufficient 15 correspondences for F . As
for T, the path is very blurring when there are 9 correspondences and can hardly
be recognized when the number of the correspondences reduces to 7. Whereas,
for the subtensor, the path can still be recognized in the case of 7 joints.

The approaches are tested on the two datasets. The examined approaches are:
1) Using the first view as the template action for F in [28]; 2) Using the second
view as the template action for F; 3) Using both the first and second templates
but separately for F, and the smaller matching error is used for recognizing
an action; 4) Directly using trifocal tensor; 5) Using the proposed subtensor
constraint. All the 11 points correspondences are used for matching. The results
are given in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2 to show the number of correctly recognized testing
videos for each action class and the total precision for every approach.

From Tab. 1 and 2, we can see that recognizing actions using tri-view con-
straint is more effective than the two view constraint and simply combining two
view constraint using two templates separately can not obtain much gain either.
The best performance is obtained using the subtensor. Sine there are sufficient
11 joints, using T can also get a fair performance. But in real life situation,
some of the body joints in a testing video may be missing due to the failure of a
tracking algorism or self-occlusion. To evaluate the performance under such situ-
ations, we test our approach on the two datasets with some of the joints missing.
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Table 3. Results on CMU Mocap Dataset with occlusion. Each row shows the number
of correctly recognized testing videos for each action class and the total precision for
an approach. There are 50 testing videos for each class.

Action walk run jump sorer climb step total

Trifocal 35 36 48 22 22 45 69.33
Subtensor 46 48 48 44 38 50 91.33

Table 4. Results on HDM05 Mocap Dataset with occlusion

Action waltz kick throw rotation jump skip badminton total

Trifocal 38 30 8 38 32 14 23 52.29
Subtensor 40 27 18 50 49 41 33 73.75

The datasets are generated using the above CMU Mocap and HDM05 Mocap
Datasets. In each frame of an action sequence in the datasets, we randomly
choose 1 to 4 joints with the probabilities of 0.4, 0.3,0.2 and 0.1, respectively, and
assume that they are missing. Then we use these sequences as the testing videos.
Shown in Tab. 3 and Tab. 4, there is a significant degeneration of the performance
for approach using T, while our approach still works well. We believe that since
the known correspondence relation between the first two views is not considered
for directly using T , a lot of information is omitted.

To compare the degeneration speed of the performance with respect to the
degree of occlusion, we again generate data using the CMU Mocap and HDM05
Mocap Datasets. For every frame in the entire dataset, m points are randomly
assumed to be occluded and missing. Fig. 7 shows the precision of the two
approaches when there are 0 − 5 points missing. The case of 5 points missing
is not considered for T, since T requires at least 7 points. We can see from the
figure, the subtensor is more robust to occlusion.
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Fig. 7. Performance degeneration respecting to the degree of occlusion simulated by a
certain number of points missing
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5 Conclusion

In this work, we first proved that the trifocal tensor is under a twelve dimensional
subspace of the original 27D space if the fundamental matrix between the first
two views are known, which we refer to as subtensor constraint. Then we used
this constraint for recognizing actions under three views, which requires less
matching points but gains better performance. We found that 1) Recognizing
actions under three views is more effective than two view constraint; 2) Simply
by adding another template view using two view constraint can not obtain much
gain; 3) A naive solution of using trifocal tensor instead of the subtensor will
lose useful information and lead to a deficiency of the constraint. One weakness
of our approach is that one may consider the precondition that the 2D image
coordinates of the body joints are extracted be a strong assumption. However,
as shown in the experiments, our approach performs well when the body joints
tracked suffering from noise. With a robust tracking method for, our approach
will work effectively.
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